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NEW QUESTION: 1
The InfrastructureLibrary satisfies which of the following
design requirements? (Choose two)
A. architecturally aligns UML, MOF, and OCL so that model
interchange is fully supported
B. architecturally aligns UML, MOF, and CWM so that model
interchange is fully supported
C. defines a metalanguage core that can be used to define a
variety of metamodels, including UML, MOF, and CWM
D. defines IDL interfaces so that model interchange is fully
supported

E. allows customization of UML through profiles and new
languages based on the same metalanguage core as UML
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about using the Export/Import method
for migrating data when upgrading to Oracle Database 12c?
A. Itautomatically restarts a Data Pump Export or Import job
after a failure is connected and the job continues from the
point of failure.
B. It can be used to migrate a database only if the source and
target databases are hosted on the same endian format.
C. It allows migration of a database directly over network
links.
D. It can be used to migrate a database only if the source
database does not have any tablespace in read-only mode.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
&lt;Quidway&gt;display igmp group
IGMP interface group report information of VPN-Instance: public
net
Ethernet6/1/1(40.1.1.1):
Total 1 IGMP Group reported
Group: 232.0.0.1
Uptime: 00:00:22
Expires: off
Last reporter: 40.1.1.3
Last-member-query-counter: 0
Last-member-query-timer-expiry: off
Group mode: include
Source list:
Source: 20.1.1.56
Uptime: 00:00:22
Expires: 00:05:08
Last-member-query-counter: 3
Last-member-query-timer-expiry: 00:00:01
Source: 20.1.1.57
Uptime: 00:00:22
Expires: 00:00:17
Last-member-query-counter: 3
Last-member-query-timer-expiry: 00:00:01
The preceding information shows the entry states in the IGMP
interface table on Ethernet 6/1/1.
Which statement is true when IGMP sends source/group query
messages?
A. IGMP sends two messages. In one message, the multicast
source is 20.1.1.56 and the S flag is not configured. In the
other message, the multicast source is 20.1.1.57 and the S flag

is set to 1
B. IGMP sends two messages. In one message, the multicast
source is 20.1.1.56 and the S flag is set to 1. In the other
message, the multicast source is 20.1.1.57 and the S flag is
not configured.
C. IGMP sends one message in which the multicast sources are
20.1.1.56 and 20.1.1.57 and the S flag is not configured.
D. IGMP sends one message in which the multicast sources are
20.1.1.56 and 20.1.1.57 and the S flag is set to 1.
Answer: B
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